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INTRODUCTION
With the Innovations in instructional methodologies and technologies , 
our concerns as medical teachers are to promote effective learning to 
develop active, interactive, engaged,  student-centred teaching to 
faciltate higher order thinking .  Given that student's attention span is 
around 15 to 20 minutes only and classes in a medical college last for 

1.an hour, we need to do something to control students attention.  To 
break the monotony of instruction in medical colleges, interactive 
teaching methods can be introduced in the lectures to inculcate interest 
in the subject. . Interactive teaching is engaging ,enjoying adaptable , 
flexible,student centric teaching -learning style which also makes the 

. 2students more independent  Literature reveals that there are a number 
of new interactive teaching methods for conducting interactive 
lectures which include Picture Prompt, Think Break , Cliffhanger 
Lecturing ,Choral Response ,Grab a Volunteer ,Socratic Questioning , 
Quote Minus One ,Empty Outlines , Discussion Row, Recall- 
Summarize- Question- Connect and Comment ,Brain storming ,Mind 

3,4Dump ,muddiest point ,One sentence summary etc .  Though there are 
a number of Interactive teaching methods ,we need to choose the 
interactive techniques which suit our medical speciality for teaching . 
Hence the present study was conducted to introduce six interactive 

ndteaching methods in lectures for 2  MBBS students in microbiology 
and to study the effectiveness of these methods based on the student 
perception . 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study was conducted in the Department of Microbiology 
of AIMSR. involving 100 IInd MBBS students. Initially, a pilot study 
was conducted with two interactive teaching sessions for 30 students to 
introduce the students to the concept of interactive teaching. Feedback 
was taken from the students about their perception of these interactive 
teaching sessions by using a prevalidated questionnaire which was 
validated by administering to a group of students. Internal consistency 
was assessed by Cronbach's alpha coefficient using Statistical software 
SPSS Version 17 to calculate Cronbach's alpha coefficient. A 
Cronbach's alpha of more than 0.7 was taken as a satisfactory internal 
consistency. After this ,a series of interactive teaching sessions were 
planned and interactive techniques were introduced in the lesson plans 
for 2 months which included 10 lectures by the same teacher.During 
the course of the lectures, 6 interactive teaching learning methods such 
as brainstorming with picture prompt , empty outlines,arrange in a 
sequence ,socratic questioning ,muddiest point and one sentence 
summary were introduced in the lectures . Usually a Microbiology 
theory class would be dealt with under the following headings – 
morphology of the organism causing disease , cultural characteristics 
,biochemical reactions ,pathogenesis/life cycle and lab diagnosis of 
the organism. We introduced the interactive teaching method 
'Brainstorming with picture prompt ' at the beginning of the lecture by 
displaying pictures related to the topic without any labels and asking 
the students what information they infer from the pictures . The 
interactive teaching method- 'Empty outlines' another interactive 
teaching method was used in the middle of lectures after discussing the 
morphology ,cultural characters and biochemical reactions . Empty 
outlines of the topic are given and the teacher asks the student to fill in 

the gaps . The interactive teaching method ' Arrange in a sequence ' was 
used after discussing the pathogenesis or the lifecycle . Before 
discussing the lab diagnosis, we used the interactive method 'Socratic 
reasoning' as the student needs to relate the diseases discussed in the 
pathogenesis to the patient samples to be collected . We used muddiest 
point as the penultimate interactive method to clear the students doubts 
. The student is asked to write in a piece of paper which part of the 
lecture the students have not understood. The teacher randomly 
collects the chits from the students and discusses the doubts .To 
conclude the class we used the interactive method 'one sentence 
summary' . The teacher asks students to write down a one sentence 
summary of the class giving a minute time after which the students are 
asked randomly to read out what they have written . This method 
enables the teacher to know what the students have understood from 
the class . After this the validated questionnaire was administered to the 
students to elicit their perceptions on the interactive sessions they 
participated in .

RESULTS
The pilot study on 30 students to validate the instrument for internal 
consistency yielded a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of 0.9 indicating 
good internal consistency. Face, content and consensual validity was 
also rated satisfactory by experts.The student's responses in the 
feedback form were given using Likert's scale 1-5. Student's interest in 
interactive lecture was evident from the feedback they gave after the 
special session. 

This was followed by 10 interactive sessions in large group. The 
feedbacks from the students using the validated questionnaire were 
summarized using descriptive statistics. Summative data analysis was 
carried out of the related questionnaire.
      
The interactive lectures were liked and enjoyed by 78%of the students 
Among the 6 interactive teaching techniques incorporated in the 
lectures , Brainstorming with picture prompt was most liked by most of 
the students[92%],followed by muddiest point [88%] and empty 
outlines technique.[84%] .

Figure 1 showing the students choice for the 6 interactive methods :
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The students felt that interactive lectures were interesting , the 
interactivity improved their  attention span , aided in better 
understanding of the topic, created an easy learning environment , 
helped them gain more knowledge by stimulation  of their thought 
process  and were  useful  and clarified their doubts . They also  felt  
enthusiastic and motivated to participate and discuss during these 
sessions ,were able to concentrate for more  time and  retain more 
information after the class than before.They felt that there was 
emphasis on  key points and want all classes to be converted into 
interactive classes..Only few students did not appreciate the use of 
interactive methods. 

DISCUSSION 
Medical education has changed significantly over the past few 

5decades.  One of the current themes of medical education is the shift 
from a teacher centred approach to a learner centred approach, where 

6 the emphasis is on what the students learn. To achieve this shift, the 
traditional didactic teacher should be replaced by a learning facilitator , 
and traditional didactic teaching methods should be replaced by 
interactive teaching . Over the past decade, reform efforts in medical 
and health care education curricula have emphasized the importance of 
active learning to improve student engagement and critical thinking 

7-11skills.  Key medical education conferences, such as the International 
Association for Medical Science Educators, have included workshops 

12  and instructional guides to improve  active learning techniques.  
Interactive teaching is a method which incorporates both the student 

.13centric approach as well as  active learning  in students 
              
We incorporated  five  different interactive methods such as picture 
prompt with brainstorming , arrange in a sequence ,Socratic 
questioning ,muddiest point and  one sentence summary    in our  
lectures. Majority of the students liked  Brain storming with picture 
prompt  followed by muddiest point and empty outlines . Brain 
storming with picture prompt can  activate  the students to think, can 
serve as excellent set induction method , can make the lecture 
interesting and also allows the student to have a general idea of the 
topic upon which the rest of the lecture can be reinforced   .  The 
incorporation of  muddiest point at the end of the class enables the 
students to clear their doubts and   is specially advantageous  for  
students who are scared of asking   doubts in the class.  
                   
Borkaret al's study on  interactivity in community medicine classes 
also  found that all students were in favor of interactive lectures and 
found that smallgroup discussion was the most liked teaching learning 

3method.  A study  in  UK   revealed  MCQs as  the best interactive 
15method .     Anshu Gupta et al  incor porated  of interactive teaching 

strategies  like   case based scenario, think pair and share, quiz and role 
play  in her study.Quiz was the most preferred method of interaction in 

. 16her study   Dr. Mrunal R. Shenwai et al's study revealed that inte-
ractive methods like Crossword puzzle , Arrange in sequence , Fastest 

17finger first and  'confusion' technique were effective methods .

Different Interactive teaching methods were  tried by many  teacher 
researchers and it is found that it helps in better understanding and 
should be incorporated into the curricula for teachers of various fields. 

CONCLUSION
The present study emphasises that  interactive teaching is definitely 
preferred by the students of 2nd MBBS in learning Microbiology. The 
novel role assumed by a teacher as a  facilitator in interactive lectures is 
better appreciated by the students as against a teacher  delivering 
didactic  lectures. Hence wherever possible  interactive lectures 
should be incorporated in microbiology classes . Brainstorming with 
picture prompt - empty outlines, arrange in sequence – socratic 
questioning - muddiest point – one sentence summary is an effective 
interactive model which could be incorporated in lesson plans of 
teachers  for teaching microbiology classes in medical schools.
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Table 1 showing the response of Students on Design and Utility of interactive sessions 

Item Total no of students 
participated

No[%] of students giving 
Likerts score >3 for the item

No of students giving Likerts 
score <3 for the item

Increased understanding of the topic 100 82   [82%] 18  [18%]

Created an easy  learning environment and enjoyed them 100 80  [80%] 20  [20%]

Gained more knowledge and stimulated thinking 100 84  [84%] 16  [16%]
Felt enthusiastic and motivated to participate 100 23  [23%] 11  [11%]

Felt encouraged to discuss 100 78  [78%] 22  [22%]

Useful and clarified my doubts 100 88  [88%] 12 [12%]

There was emphasis on  key points 100 87 [87%] 13 [13%]

The interactive sessions were interesting 100 80 [80%] 20  [20%]

The use of interactive methods is relevant in medical 
schools

100 73 [73%] 27% [27%]

Felt more alert then in the regular class 100 86 [86%] 24   [24%]

Able to concentrate for more  time than before . 100 75 [75%] 25 [25%]

Able to retain more after the class 100 76 [76%] 24 [24%]
Sessions are different but not sure whether they helped 
me to learn more

100 23  [23%] 77  [77%]

Liked the sessions and wanted all classes to be converted 
into interactive classes.

100 78 [78%] 22 [22%]


